
Product Features

STEAMSTEAM

Vu+ Data Logger

Vu+ Data Logger 5 Pack

Vu+ Data Logger Pack

Vu+ Data Logger 5 Pack

Vu+ Pack Includes:

Vu+ 5 Pack Includes:

Supplied in a handy Gratnells storage case with 
everything you need to start teaching and learning 
science, including our fully featured EasySense software, 
teaching guides, connecting leads and lifetime support.

Get the most out of your lessons by giving students the chance to work in 
groups as they discover science together. This convenient 5 pack solution 
also includes our integral USB charging system and a Gratnells storage 
tray.

Charging trays can also be purchased separately which includes the 
charging tray with lid and USB charger.

Vu+ truly is the best solution for primary science and 
working scientifically, highlighting the importance 
of teaching practical science in primary schools and 
encouraging young learners to become the scientists 
of the future.

• 1x Vu+ data logger
• 1x Plug-in Vu Temperature sensor
• 1x USB connection cable
• 1x Lanyard with safety release catch
• 1x Gratnell SmartCase to store and transport the full pack
• Access to CPD resources at www.learnstem.co.uk
• eBook containing over 40 activities (free download)
• Full EasySense software, site licence (free download)
• Free lifetime product support

• 1x Vu+ data logger
• 1x Plug-in Vu Temperature sensor
• 1x USB connection cable
• 1x Lanyard with safety release catch
• 1x Gratnell SmartCase to store and transport the 

full pack
• Access to CPD resources at www.learnstem.co.uk
• eBook containing over 40 activities (free download)
• Full EasySense software, site licence (free 

download)
• Free lifetime product support
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DATA LOGGERS

This general-purpose Temperature sensor is the most commonly 
used sensor in the range and that’s why we include it as part of the 
Vu+ data logging pack. It can accurately measure the temperature 
of air, water, soil and weak acidic solutions.

Vu Temperature SensorVu Heart Rate Sensor
The Heart Rate sensor sensing clip (pleth) holds an infrared LED 
that shines a light through either a finger or ear lobe onto a light 
sensitive detector. As the amount of light transmitted varies with 
the flow of blood, the sensor can record either blood flow (heart 
waveform), or heart rate (beats per minute).

Vu Timing Mats (Pair)

Vu Voltage Sensor Vu Light Gates (Pair)
Supplied in a pack of two, these light gates are designed to be 
triggered like a switch by passing an object between each gate 
making them ideal for timing experiments.

Supplied in a pack of two, these large timing mats are perfect for 
use in timing experiments, easily activated by stepping onto them.

The Vu Voltage sensor measures the voltage across any component 
for DC low voltage circuits from 0 to 3 V via the 4 mm plugs that 
attach to most of the standard available electronic kits, or the 
crocodile clips (supplied) to connect to bare wires.

Vu Push Button Switches (Pair)
Supplied in a pack of two, these push button switches are 
designed to be used in timing experiments such as reaction times, 
counting and measuring speed.
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DATA LOGGERS

Wireless Bluetooth Temperature Sensor

Wireless pH Sensor Pack

Voltage & Current SensorW

The Smart Wireless Temperature Sensor is both Bluetooth and USB compatible and can wirelessly connect to mobile devices such tablets and 
mobile phones as well as desktop computers such as PC’s, Apple Mac’s and Chrome-books, giving students the ability to run experiments 
independently without being tethered to a traditional data logger.

The Smart Wireless Temperature Sensor is both Bluetooth and USB compatible and can wirelessly connect to mobile devices such tablets and 
mobile phones as well as desktop computers such as PC’s, Apple Mac’s and Chrome-books, giving students the ability to run experiments 
independently without being tethered to a traditional data logger.

The Smart Wireless Voltage & Current Sensor is both Bluetooth and USB compatible and can wirelessly connect to mobile devices such tablets 
and mobile phones as well as desktop computers such as PC’s, Apple Mac’s and Chrome-books, giving students the ability to run experiments 
independently without being tethered to a traditional data logger.

Kena

• Bright and cool LED white light.
• Convenient handle/cord wrap.
• Includes touch tube adapter and carry /

storage bag.
• Plug-and-play, compatible with Windows and 

Mac systems.

Features:

Labdisc Mini Mobile Lab
The Mini transforms the designed 
for education, Intel tablet into a 
powerful and portable 12-sensor 
digital laboratory.

The kena is the only 3-in-1 digital 
microscope designed for the classroom, 
combining the capabilities of a 
compound microscope, stereoscope, 
and handheld discovery scope in one 
fun, easy-to-use learning tool. 

3 GlobiMate tablet sensors: 
Accelerometer, light and sound 

9 Mini data logger sensors:  
External temperature, ambient 
temperature, humidity, voltage, current, air pressure, heart 
rate, GPS and pH (electrode sold separately)

Features:
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The all new Smart Wireless Dynamics System provides an ideal way of 
investigating all types of mechanics work for GCSE & A level studies 
enabling you to achieve accurate and repeatable results.

Practical Investigations Include: Velocity, Acceleration, Newton’s Laws, 
Forces, Collisions, Conservation of Momentum and Energy.

The new wireless smart carts are Bluetooth enabled with 
built-in, spring loaded, 3 stop plunger to provide a graded 
set of constant force, you can also load the carts with the 
supplied stackable weights or attach magnets.

Each cart also includes 
a USB port for charging. 
Comes in white and blue.

The Dynamics System is supplied with 2 end stops that 
house two magnets and connections to attach & line feed 
the included Spoked Pulley accessory. The pack also includes 
2 height and slide adjustable feet, and an interrupt card.

The Dynamics pack is a complete 
solution supplied with a number 
of great features designed to 
make teaching physics easy and 
practical.

The new wider dynamics track is 1.2 meters 
in length, constructed from extruded 
aluminium providing a flat smooth base for 
the low friction carts to operate on. The 
track also features and integral precision 
ruler for accurate results. A retort stand 
can be attached to convert the track to an 
inclined plane.

Smart Wireless Dynamics System

Features:

The Dynamics Track

The Wireless Smart Carts

EasySense was first introduced in 2005 as a free science software 
solution that provides teachers with all the tools to teach scientific 
methods and allow students to learn and better understand 
scientific experiment data using our range of data loggers and 
sensors.

Over its history EasySense has 
reached a global audience 
and continues to feature at the 
heart of many science lessons 
in primary and secondary 
education. EasySense has 
grown to include a number of 
market leading features that 
benefit teaching and learning. 
Fast forward to 2019 and a new 
version of EasySense has been 
born. This update is now fully 
cross-platform compatible which 
means you can use the exact 
same toolset on all the major 
computer platforms such as 
Windows PC, Mac OS,
iOS, Android and Chromebook. 

Our developers have been 
creating the all new EasySense2 
software with smarter tools, 
an intuitive user interface and 
support for our new Smart 
Wireless sensors. Furthermore 
we provide our flagship software 
completely free of charge.

EasySense2 is our most advanced 
educational scientific data capture 
and analysis software!

Designed with teachers and students 
in mind EasySense2 provides a broad 
set of tools to capture, display and 
analyse data from Smart Wireless Sensors and Data Loggers using 
Bluetooth or USB connectivity.

The latest version builds on all the features of our tried and tested 
science software and adds complete cross platform compatibility 
on all desktop computers, smart phones and tablets; new workflow, 
smart analysis tools and a redesigned intuitive user interface.

• Capture data from multiple devices at the same time
• Run manager – easily turn on and off experiment runs to 

compare your data
• Simple recording modes – just press record and stop whenever 

you want to
• Multi display – combine multiple data views of your captured 

data series
• Data views available: line graphs, gauges, numbers and bar 

charts
• Simultaneously display up to 4 customisable chart layouts
• Import and merge multiple files and data sets from devices
• Calculations – enhanced tools, perform mathematical 

operations on recorded data
• Import supported experiment files (.ssl) from EasySense1 into 

EasySense2
• Logging modes: Continuous recording, Snapshot 

and Timing
• Simple axis selection allows easy XY plots

EasySense EasySense2

What’s Included:

The Track & Cart Accessories

DATA LOGGERS

• 1x 1.2m Aluminium Dynamics Track
• 2x Plunger / Collision Carts
• 1x Cart Weights (set of 2)
• 2x Dynamics Track Feet
• 2x Dynamics Track End Stops
• 1x Magnet Set
• 1x Interrupt Card
• 1x Spoked Pulley

Car Magnets

Smoked Pulley
Heights & 

slide
adjusted

 feet
Weights

End Stop
with Magnets

Interrupt Card

Loaded Cart

Key Features:
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A mobile science lab and wireless data logger with a battery life 
of 150 hours, the Labdisc BioChem combines two  
scientific disciplines to cater to a multitude of experiments in the 
field. Science lab environment.

Engaging student scientists with the world around them, the 
Labdisc Enviro enables field experimentation with a 150 hour 
battery-life, 128k-sample memory and large graphical LCD and 
keypad. 

Labdisc Enviro Labdisc BioChem

The Labdisc Physio can be applied in a wide range of physics 
activities requiring wireless data logging with 12-bit resolution, 
large 128k samples memory and high sampling rate of 24k/sec 
sampling rate. 

Despite a full-feature set and built-in sensors for all the major 
sciences, the wireless Labdisc Gensci is surprisingly light and 
compact. A 128k sample memory and 24k/sec sampling rate, plus 
12-bit resolution.

Labdisc Gensci Labdisc Physio

• Ambient Temperature
• Barometer
• Colorimeter
• Dissolved Oxygen 

(electrode sold separately).
• External Temperature
• GPS

• IR Temperature
• pH
• Relative Humidity
• Sound Level
• Turbidity
• Universal Input 
• UV

Built-in Accessible Sensors:
• Air Pressure
• Ambient 
• Temperature 
• Barometric Pressure 
• Colorimeter 
• Conductivity 
• Dissolved Oxygen 

(electrode sold 
separately). 

• External 

• Temperature 
• GPS 
• Heart Rate 
• Light 
• pH 
• Relative Humidity 
• Thermocouple 
• Turbidity
• Universal Input

Built-in Accessible Sensors:

• Air Pressure
• Ambient Temperature 
• Current 
• Distance (Motion) 
• External Temperature 
• GPS
• Light

• Microphone 
• pH
• Relative Humidity 
• Sound Level
• Universal Input 
• Voltage

Built-in Accessible Sensors:
• Accelerometer
• Air Pressure 
• Ambient 
• Temperature 
• Current 
• Distance (Motion) 

• External Temperature
• Light
• Low Voltage 
• Microphone
• Universal Input 
• Voltage

Built-in Accessible Sensors:

DATA LOGGERS
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Datalogging

The PCR is no longer reserved only for engineers and scientists. 
With the T9 thermal cycler and the experimental kits developed 
by Jeulin, the gene amplification, the most
emblematic activity of biotechnology, becomes possible even in 
high schools.

For teaching purposes, this educational device has been
designed for the students to realize themselves the whole
sampling, programming, process monitoring handling.
Compact, it has a particularly simple navigation. Fitted with 
a tested PCR thermal technology, performances are however 
close to a laboratory equipment. This innovative and practical 
thermal cycler will allow you to carry out many practical works.

From a tiny sample taken in the environment of animal, plant 
or microbial origin such as hair, leaf, blood

Kit includes:

• Enzyme
• Nucleotides (DNA bases)
• Primers
• Sample (DNA)

• Visualize, measure, compare, process your data and 
write your report

• in the same software environment
• No software installation / no driver required: the 

embedded software
• is automatically launched while connecting to the 

computer

• 1 Spectrometer
• 1 tank holder
• 1 optical fiber

In Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Earth Science, we provide a wide high-quality range of dataloggers and sensors to give your students a 
thorough understanding of each subjects and deliver your complete curriculum in High School and College. Alongside Physics, Chemistry, 
Biology and Earth Science equipment, we offer step by step practical activities.

Didactic thermal cycler - PCR Fibre Optic Spectrophotometer

DATA LOGGERS

Redy Wireless 
Thermometer Sensor

Redy Wireless Fast 
Thermometer Sensor

Redy Wireless 
Pressure Sensor

Redy Wireless Air 
Oximeter Sensor

Redy Wireless Sound 
Densor (Waveform)

Redy Wireless pH 
Sensor

Redy Wireless CO2 
Sensor

Redy Wireless 
Magnetic Field Sensor

Redy Wireless 
Ammeter Sensor

Redy Wireless Force 
and Angle Sensor

Sampling

Plug & Measure, No Installations

Complete Pack Delivered in a Case:

Extracting DNA from Sample

Advantages:

• Economic Solution
• Designed for teaching
• Performance and safety
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DATA LOGGERS

Infrared detector - for Meca Table

CCD HD sensor

Meca Table with inkjet air cushion 
pucks

AirNeXT interface
AirNeXT® is an interface for data acquisi-
tion which can be used wether connected 
to a computer or as a standalone device. 
ery easy to use, it gets data from the pods 
thanks to a wireless communication.

• Directly from its color touch screen, you can set up, record and 
monitor your data.

• Wireless communication: one interface can communicate with 
up to 16 pods simultaneously (to share the practical work or 
to get the results remotely. And up to 16 interfaces can work 
together

• Plug and measure system: once connected to a 
computer (via USB link), the embedded software 
starts automatically. No driver required

Robust and ergonomic 
Standalone through its 
rechargeable battery Super - 
LED Lighting with adjustable 
intensityPower cable tidy 
integrated to the standClamp 
stage to simply observe

DELio® monocular microscope with 
clamp

This new Mechanics table 
with inkjet marking is the new 
generation of Mechanics tables.

1- Safe: no high voltage, the inkjet offers secure experiments
2- Accurate: frictionless movements for the marking as for the 
autonomous pucks (wireless, no air connection)
3- Educational: the marking of puck positions at scale 1, no 
conversion required from your students
4- Video ready: thanks to its integrated LED, the puck will be 
easily located by the camera

Standard consumables: cartridge ink and white paper 
(A1 format).

This device allows to study the light 
intensity received by the CCD sensor 
depending on the position (in pixels 
or mm) or the time. The high sensor 
resolution limits the phenomena of 
saturation and noise. For diffraction and 
interferences PW, it is thus possible to 
visualize the side lobes without saturating 
the main lobe. The embedded software 
simplifies the 
use of the 
equipment 
to devote to 
experiments.

This IR sensor is compatible 
with the table with inkjet along 
with the Meca table.

From acquisition to analysis in 
less than 5 minutes: study the 
motion of several pucks.(up to 
4 points simultaneously) and 
the position vs time without any 
treatment.

Monitor and Meca Table not 
included

CWY 2 module

Economic:
 - Compatible with your USB 
measurement devices, so you 
keep your equipment
 - 1 JCM 2 module interfaces 
with 4 shelves simultaneously 

Compatible with all mobile 
devices with Wi-Fi connection: 
tablet, smartphone and laptop 

On-board measurement software

Tooxy standalone interface
With Tooxy, do not install any 
driver or software, and its sleek 
design makes it easy to handle.

Embedded in the console, the 
software is set up automatically 
once you plug it to the computer. 
You can now get and process 
data without any training for the student.

Without computer, measurement data is displayed directly 
on the sensors (thermometer, pH meter, current, oxygen). 
When connected to a computer, Tooxy becomes a full 
computer-assisted experimentation system.

Foxy interface
4 sensor inputs:
- Analogue and / or digital 
processing for more accuracy
- 15 MHz sampling rate per input
4 analogue differential inputs:
- 4 ranges each: ± 30 V, ± 15 V, ± 
5 V, ± 0.25 V
2 analogue outputs:
- Range: ± 10 V
- Built-in function generator
Trigger mode
- On external signal via the Synchro input
- On measurement level via sensors or analogue inputs
USB connection to the computer
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STEAM SOFTWARE

Yenka
The Yenka Software program makes use of educational modelling tools to simulate safe science experimentation, 3D constructing and 
interactive content for development in maths, science, technology, ICT and computing. This will allow learners with physical impairments 
to simulate experiments with the use of adapted computer mice that they are unable to perform in real-life.This helps to develop their 
understanding of the above-mentioned topics, despite not being able to manipulate the physical components of such concepts.

Yenka Science

Yenka Technology Yenka Physics

Yenka Chemistry Yenka Programming

Yenka Electronics

Yenka lets you create 3D 
mathematical models easily, 
to demonstrate statistics, 
probability, geometry and 
coordinates to your class. 

Features:

• Statistics
• 3D Shapes
• Coordinates

Yenka Mathematics
A range of virtual labs that 
let you simulate physics and 
chemistry experiments safely 
and easily.

Features:

• Electricity & Magnetism
• Light & Sound
• Force and Motion
• Electrochemistry
• Inorganic & Physical 

Chemistry

Test electronic projects, and PIC 
or PICAXE programs, and produce 
3D PCB layouts for classroom 
manufacture.

Simulate experiments with over 
100 chemicals, choosing the mass, 
concentration and form you want 
and Many more.

Features:

Features:

• Electronics
• PCB Design
• PIC Programming
• Mechanisms

• Classifying Materials
• Water & Solutions
• Energy
• Rocks and Metals
• Identifying Substances
• Reactions, Rates and more

Yenka Physics is a powerful 
but easy-to-use simulator, 
which lets you learn by 
experimenting in a colourful, 
accurate environment.

Features:

• Light & Sound
• Electricity and Magnetism
• Motion

Please refer to one our sales consultants to Please refer to one our sales consultants to 
choose which software best fits your needs.choose which software best fits your needs.

+27 (0) 86 111 3973+27 (0) 86 111 3973

Introduces programming in an 
engaging way, letting you control 
animated 3D characters using 
simple flowchart commands.

Yenka Electronics lets you design and 
simulate circuits using over 150 types 
of component, testing and refining your 
design as you work.

Features:

Features:

• Computing Turtorials
• Games Design
• Inputs & Outputs
• Loops
• Monitoring & Feedback
• Procedures & Functions

• Simple Processes

• Analogue Electronics
• Basic Circuits
• Digital Electronics
• Electronic Projects
• Electronic Subsystems
• PIC Programming

• PIC Projects
• Systems & Control
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Focus on River Studies is structured to enable students to carry 
out virtual fieldwork on a stretch of simulated river and then use 
the skills learned in their actual fieldwork coursework projects. 
It provides and excellent whiteboard learning tool for teaching 
about River Flow and Bedload Analysis. 

This interactive resource provides a balanced cross-curricular view 
of the issues that are of concern to us all, encourages thought 
about life style choices and suggests ways in which we can all do 
our bit to conserve the Earths energy resources. 

Focus on River Studies Focus on Essential Biology
Essential Biology is a unique collection of more than 60 interactive 
topics and experiments suitable for GCSE and KS3 level Biology. 

Focus on Bee-Bot 3 - Activity 1,2 & 3
The perfect program for teaching Key Stage 1 Computing. 
Finalist in the 2015 BETT Awards. 25 BRAND NEW MATS AND 
ACTIVITIES. Focus on Bee-Bot 3 is a BRAND NEW cross-curricular 
interactive program.

Focus on Climate Change

• Virtual River Flow
• River Flow Analysis
• Bedload Simulation
• Bedfload Analysis

• Cells and Specialised Cells
• Movement of Substances
• Respiratory System
• Reproduction
• Excretion and the Kidney
• Homeostasis
• Immune System
• Plants
• Interdependence

• Control
• Directional Language
• Simple Programming
• On Screen Activity Mats
• 3D Bee-Bot Worlds
• Image Manipulation Skils
• Practical Activities
• Printing & Cutting Designs for 

Bee-Bot Jackets

• What is Energy?
• Evidence of Climate Change
• Energy Use
• Types of Fuel
• Renewable Energy
• Non-Renewable Energy
• Waste Management
• Recycling
• Water
• Carbon Footprint

A thoughtfully designed resource providing a unique and easy-
to-understand insight into the exciting world of 21st Century 
materials, their development, use, and potential. Assists students in 
understanding this area of technology.

Focus on Food Industry
This gives students a unique and interesting insight into the world 
of food production being an in-depth study of the real life food 
production activities at Roskilly’s organic dairy farm.

Focus on Smart, Modern & Composite

• Milk Production
• Ice Cream Making
• Clotted Cream Fudge
• Strawberry Jam
• Tomato Chutney
• Health and Safety
• Consumer Protection
• Sales and Distribution
• Marketing
• Company Administration

• Smart Materials
• Modern Materials
• Composite Materials

Features:

Features:

Features:

Site License

Site License

Site License

Site License

Site License

Site License

Features:

Features:

Features:

STEAM SOFTWARE
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Step-by-step interactive simulations help staff teach the concepts. 
DT Scenario exam style ineteractive questions encourage students 
to test their own understanding.

Focus on Wood Joints is the ideal program for learning about 
wood joints and where they should be used in Design Technology 
project work.

Maths in Design Technology Focus on Fairground Rides
Containing 3D simulations, videos, photos and printed information 
about 18 real life amusement park rides, this easy-to-use interactive 
resource is a fantastic study aid for all Fairground themed projects 
and many control assignments. 

Focus on Mechanical Toys
Mechanical Toys Design Technology software and VLE SCORM 
resource supports the teaching of KS2 and KS3 Moving Toy and 
Automata themed projects.

Focus on Wood Joints

• Areas of compound shapes
• Fractions & Percentages
• Circulating Waste
• Gear & Pulley Ratios
• Profit & Cost
• Charts & Graphs
• DT Specific Interactive  

Quizzes

• Extrusion
• Injection moulding
• Compression moulding
• Blow moulding
• Calendering
• Line bending
• Rotational moulding
• Vacuum forming

• 3D Automata model 
simulations

• Types of motion
• Cams and followers
• Levers and linkages
• Pulley systems
• Gear systems
• Technical vocabulary

• Tables
• Chairs
• Table tops
• Doors and panels
• Drawers
• Boxes
• Cabinets

Commercial Printing Processes examines how Focus
Educational Software designs and prints advertising brochures and 
packaging for its products using the three industry standards 

Focus on Resistant Materials 2
Resistant Materials 2 for Design Technology project work is the 
most comprehensive project work database available today. 
The program includes information and prices for the majority of 
materials, components and fittings found in Design Technology 
Resistant Materials design projects.

Focus on Graphic Products

• Metals, Plastics and Woods
• Man-made boards
• Catches, locks & stays
• Electronic components
• Handles & knobs
• Hinges
• Hooks & eyes
• Knock-down fittings
• Nails, nuts, bolts & washers
• Rivets
• Screws

• Lithography
• Flexography 
• Screen Printing

Site License
Site License

Site License

Features:
Features:

Site License

Features: Features:

Features:

Site License

Features:

Site License

STEAM SOFTWARE
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Manufacturing Processes interactive learning resource examines 
the main techniques that a Design Technology student will come 
across when studying Product Design, Engineering or Resistant 
Materials at GCSE or A Level. 

Focus on Metals Focus on Mechanisms
All the common types of mechanism are examined and clearly 
explained using 3D animations, photographs, video and text.

Focus on Plastics
Manufacturing Processes is interactive learning resource which 
examines the 8 main manufacturing techniques studied in Design 
Technology at KS3, GCSE and A Level. Each topic includes a 
simulation of the process and a wealth of detailed information and 
photographs.

• Sand Casting
• Investment Casting
• Die casting
• Sheet Metal Bending
• Drilling Jigs
• Spinning
• Punching
• Press Work
• Welding
• Plasma Cutting
• CNC Milling

• Motion
• Gear Systems
• Pulley Systems
• Lifting Systems
• Screw Threads
• Levers & Linkages
• Cams & followers
• Crank & slider
• Sprockets & chain
• Ratchet & Pawl
• Moments Equilibrium
• Mechanical advantage 

and more.

• Extrusion
• Injection moulding
• Compression moulding
• Blow moulding
• Calendering
• Line bending
• Rotational moulding
• Vacuum forming

Focus Science Online Resource Pack
The Focus on Science online resource pack includes the complete 
suite of Focus Science titles. Designed by UK teachers to 
compliment teaching of 12-18 age range Science and compatible 
with Windows, Mac, iPad, Android and Chromebooks.

• Unlimited access for all 
students enrolled at the school.

• No installation required.
• Supplied with a single 

username and password or 
private URL.

• iPad, Android, Chromebook, 
PC & MAC compatible 
(internet connection required).

• New titles and updates 
included at no extra cost.

• Subscriptions can be cancelled 
without penalty at the end of 
each 12 months.

• iPad not included.

Features:Features:
Features:Features:

Features:Features:

Site LicenseSite License

Site LicenseSite License

Included in Product:Included in Product:

Please refer to website for more info on Please refer to website for more info on 
selected educational softwareselected educational software

www.editmicro.co.zawww.editmicro.co.za

or call one of our sales consultants to or call one of our sales consultants to 
choose which software best fits your choose which software best fits your 

needsneeds

+27 (0) 86 111 3973+27 (0) 86 111 3973

Site LicenseSite License

• NEW - A Level Physics Required Practicals
• NEW - Biology GCSE Required Practicals
• NEW - Chemistry GCSE Required Practicals
• NEW - Physics GCSE Required 

Practicals
• Science Images
• Essential Chemistry
• Essential Biology
• Essential Physics Key Stage 3
• Essential Physics GCSE
• Science Video Libraries
• Science Investigations 1
• Science Investigations 2
• Focus on Physics: Fields
• Focus on Physics: Waves
• Modern Physics
• Energy Use & Environment
• Science Revision Flashcards
• iPad not included.

Features:Features:
These resources are included plus new titles as they 
become available:

STEAM SOFTWARE
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PROGRAMMING, CODING & ROBOTICS

Milo the robot is designed to be interesting and approachable for learners 
with ASD (Autism Spectrum Disorder). He can walk, talk and even model 
human facial expressions. Milo never gets frustrated or tired. He consistently 
delivers lessons in a way that learners with ASD respond to. This recurring 
positive experience creates an environment in which learners can learn and 
thrive. Robots4Autism helps learners improve their social and behavioral skills 
and gain the confidence they need to succeed academically and socially. Milo 
delivers lessons verbally. As he speaks, symbols are displayed on his chest 
screen that will help your learner better understand what he is saying.

• Tune in on emotions.
• Express empathy.
• Act more appropriately in social 

situations.
• Self-motivate.
• Generalize in the population.
• Behaviour.
• Emotional Understanding.
• Better Vocabulary.

• Self-Regulate.
• Visual Support (Picture symbol 

icon).
• Decrease in meltdowns and 

classroom disruptions.

Robokind Robots (Milo) - Autism

Robokind Robots (Jett) - Programing

Students learn visual programming through the use of a personalized avatar 
and Jett, the most advanced, facially-expressive robot.

Creates unlimited access and opportunity for developing fundamental 
coding and programming skills. Easy to implement and does not require 
educators to have prior experience with coding or programming. Ease of use 
creates flexibility of scheduling within or outside the instructional day.

• Digital Citizenship.
• Algorithmic Thinking.
• Program Design and 

Flowcharting.
• Introduction to the Workspace.
• Programming the Avatar.
• Keyboard Events.
• Programming Motion.
• Introduction to Conditionals.
• More Advanced Conditionals.

• Counting Loops.
• Indefinite and Infinite Loops.

BENEFITS
BEHAVIOUR EMOtional understanding vocabulary HOME SCHool

Features:Features:

Features:Features:
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PROGRAMMING, CODING & ROBOTICS

DOBOT Magician LiteMooz 2 Plus

DOBOT Magician

DOBOT Magician - 
Standard Plan

High Qualification Standards

Hands-On Experience For Everyone

Secondary Development

Cost-Effective Robotic Arm In Training Education

Graphical Programming (Software)

Greater Build Volume for Greater Ideas

Unlock Your Creative Potential

Feature-Rich Mobile APP with Intuitive Control

Powerful and Intuitive Features Ignite Your 
Creativity

The linear module transmission solution has been optimized 
to ensure rigid and consistent 3D printing results with high 
transmission precision.

MOOZ-2 PLUS is engineered to be modular and standardized, 
so experienced user can tweak the machine with interchangeable 
modules to match their needs, and beginners can get into printing 
and engrazing real quick.

JAM-packed with functions, MOOZ-2 PLUS APP has a user-friend-
ly itnerface and includes straightforward guide to the printing 
process.

DOBOT Magician is a multifunctional desktop robotic arm for 
practical training education. Installed with different end-tools, 
DOBOT Magician can realize interesting functions such as 
3D printing, laser engraving, writing and drawing. It supports 
secondary development by 13 extensible interfaces and over 20 
programming languages, which really makes your creativity and 
imagination increase without any limitation.

DOBOT Magician applies to major international standards like CE, 
RoHS, ERP, FCC, KC, PSE, TELEC, etc.

DOBOT Magician is low cost, small size, and easy operation, which 
allows every student to practice on their own. It improves the teaching 
efficiency dramatically. It can be controlled by Programming, APP, 
Bluetooth, WiFi, Mouse, and more.

DOBOT Magician is compatible to develop user applications with its 
13 I/O ports, API, released protocols. It can be developed with sever-
al programming languages, ROS, PLC, Microcontroller and Arduino.

With a fair and reasonable price, DOBOT Magician has 0.2mm repeat-
ability which can simulate almost all real factory robot applications.

Provide basic functions of a 
robotic arm to experience.

Include all functions of Basic Plan 
and advanced functions: Laser, 
Bluetooth 
connection, Wifi 
connection, and 
Joystick control.

With the new DOBOT Scratch software platform, students can 
program, create games and animations by simply dragging and 
dropping coding blocks together, in order to control the robot’s 
every move and learn how AI works while exploring technology 
and having fun.

MOOZ-2 PLUS is a versatile, affordable, multifunctional desktop 
modular 3D printer. It can do 3D printing, laser engraving and 
CNC carving when installed with corresponding end tools.

DOBOT Magician Lite, a multi-functional lightweight intelligent 
robotic arm, is one of the core products in DOBOT’s K12 
customized artificial intelligence education ecosystem. 
Magician Lite enjoys numerous software and hardware 
interaction methods and expansion interfaces in order to 
maximize students’ freedom to create. Through building and 
playing, students can learn how artificial intelligence and 
mechanics work. They will be also introduced to a world of 
rudimentary knowledge of robotics and how they can be used 
in real world. Additionally, DOBOT hosts robotics competitions 
to stoke students’ interest in robotics and get more of them 
to be involved. Students work together as a team to address 
challenging tasks by designing, creating and programming their 
own robots. This means that these students not only can put 
what they have learned to rigid test, but also get to celebrate 
their unique talents and achievements.

DOBOT Magician - 
Educational Plan
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Cue is an incredibly clever robot with a witty attitude that’s full of 
interactive surprises! Choose from 4 unique avatars to customize cue 
with a personality that’s right for you. The more you explore, the more 
you’ll discover what cue can do. Cue is loaded with 40 challenges to 
keep kids engaged for hours on end and we’ve got great accessories 
for Cue to keep the learning going.

Cue

Dash is a real robot, charged and ready to play out of the box. 
Responding to voice, navigating objects, dancing, and singing, Dash 
is the robot you always dreamed of having. Use Wonder, Blockly, and 
other apps to create new behaviors for Dash - doing more with robotics 
than ever possible. No books or learning camps needed!

• Responds to block or text-based code.
• Reacts to sensor input in real time.
• Comes with 24 in-app challenges.
• Powered by breakthrough Emotive AI.
• Contains four distinct personalities.
• Engages students age 11+.
• Propel kids to their next level of coding skills.
• Empower Independence and Individuality.
• Embrace applied robotics in the real world.

• Real-time Bluetooth.
• 3 x Microphones & Speakers.
• 3 Processors & Sensor Fusion.
• 2 Powered Wheels.
• User Programmable LED’s and Buttons.
• IR Receivers & Transmitters.
• Potentiometers & Dual Mot.
• 3 Proximity Sensors.

Dash

Features:Features:

Features:Features:

Kids will learn about robotics and develop fundamental 
coding and problem-solving skills while having fun. Dot’s 
projects range from crafting and active play to storytelling 
and construction.

Dot Accessories

• Bluetooth enabled,   
no Wi-Fi needed!

• Detects when it’s moved.
• Includes built-in games.
• Expresses emotion with 

lights and sounds.
• Inspires with Building 

Block Connectors.
• Charges in an hour.

• Launcher for Dash.
• Puzzlets for Dash.
• Sketch Kit.
• Xylophone for Dash.
• Dash Challenge Cards.
• Creativity Accessories 

Pack. 

• Building Brick 
Connectors

• Marker Refill Kit.
• Whiteboard Mat for 

Sketch Kit.
• Gripper Building Kit.
• Blaster Power for Cue. 

Features:Features:
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Blue-Bot

InoBot

Bee-Bot

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

A Raspberry Pi controlled robot designed to unleash the  
power of Raspberry Pi. Compatible with models from B+ to 3, it 
can be controlled using Scratch or Python. Pre-assembled all you 
need to do is mount your Raspberry Pi and start programming. 
The transparent case not only protects the components but also 
allows you to see what is happening as it follows the commands 
of your on screen programming. Our Pi2Go basic kit assumes you 
already have a Raspberry Pi, a means of being able to connect to 
Pi2Go and some batteries to be able to power it.

Pi2Go

Bee-Bot® is a perfect starting point for teaching control, direction-
al language and programming. Along with a memory of 200 steps, 
Bee-Bot® can now detect another Bee-Bot® or Blue-Bot® and 
say hello. They will play a default sound or the students can record 
their own. Students can also record audio to play back when 
each button is pressed, making it more accessible to all students, 
including  those with auditory or visual processing needs.

• Interact with other Bee-Bots® and Blue-Bots®.
• Record audio to play back to confirm when commands are 

entered.
• Audio playback when Bee-Bot® follows commands.

• Controllable via the Scratch 2.0 offline editor
• Compatible with tablets and PCs
• Equipped with a range of inputs and outputs to program

• Interact with other Bee-Bots® and Blue-Bots®.
• Record audio to play back to confirm when commands are 

entered.
• Audio playback when Bee-Bot® follows commands.

• Individually program and monitor the various inputs and 
outputs (line follower, ultra-sonic sensor, RGB LEDs, motors, 
light sensor)

• Input sensors allow user to control variables such as distance 
and light

• Compatible with Scratch and Python programming languages

Program and control our most advanced floor robot, all via the 
popular Scratch 2.0 programming language or an iOS app. 
InO-Bot has been specially designed to get the most out of your 
programming lessons. Children can design and create fun and 
challenging activities whilst developing their programming and 
debugging skills. FREE Scratch 2.0 Launcher software and iOS 
app available.

The Blue-Bot® programmable floor robot is the perfect place
to start for teaching control, and you can wirelessly control it
with your tablet or PC. Blue-Bot can now detect another  
Bee-Bot or Blue-Bot® and say hello. They will play a default sound 
or the students can record their own. Students can also record 
audio to play back when each button is pressed, making it more 
accessible to all students, including those with auditory or visual 
processing needs
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Bee-Bot Bundle Pack

Blue-Bot Bundle Pack

Code Monkey

Get your students coding in no time!

Key Features
• Recharge and store up to 6 Bee-Bot’s® with the 

 docking station.
• Ideal for group programming activities.

A mains rechargeable docking station for up to six rechargeable 
Bee-Bot’s® or Blue-Bot’s®. This docking station is not only easy to 
carry around your setting, but is an excellent storage device for a 
class set of Bee-Bot’s® or Blue-Bot’s®.You’ll be able to charge your 
Bee-Bot®(s)® within half a day for approximately 4 hours of normal 
use. Wall mountable. Not to be sold with Interactive Bee-Bots and 
Blue-Bots.

Bluetooth enabled which means you can control the Blue-Bot’s® 
with your tablet or PC.

This bundle includes 18 Blue-Bot’s® and 3 Rechargeable Docking 
Stations so you don’t need to worry about storage or batteries, 
just pop Blue-Bot® back on the dock and it’ll charge ready for 
its next adventure! You can use Blue-Bot® with a wide range of 
tablets and any PC with Bluetooth capability.

CodeMonkey is a fun and educational 
game-based environment where kids 
learn to code without any prior  
experience. After completing  
CodeMonkey’s award-winning coding 
courses, kids will be able to navigate 
through the programming world with 
a sense of confidence and  
accomplishment.

CodeMonkey offers  
educational resources  
suited for students of  
different ages and  
experience levels. From 
Coding Adventure to 
Banana Tales, students not 
only learn the basic skills 
of code, but also how to 
code in programming languages such as CoffeeScript and 
Python. Through coding, kids will develop computational 
and algorithmic thinking, necessary skills for the future.

With CodeMonkey’s teacher 
kit and support team,  

anyone can teach the basics 
of computer science

CodeMonkey’s courses 
teach text-based coding so  
students learn to program 

like a real developer

Kids learn coding in an 
engaging and rewarding 
environment that utilizes 

gaming elements

K-8 Curriculum

FULL COURSES, 
READY TO GO

REAL CODING 
LANGUAGES

GAME-BASED 
LEARNING
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Code & Go® Robot MouseBotley®

Key Features:

Botley® The Coding Robot Classroom Set Code & Go® Robot Mouse Classroom Set

Code & Go® Robot Mouse Math Pack

Code & Go® Robot Mouse Math Pack

Code & Go® Robot Mouse Activity Set

Botley® The Coding Robot Action Challenge 
Accessory Set

Botley® Coding Robot Activity Set

Packs Available:

Bring coding into the classroom 
with this collection of activity 
sets from Learning Resources’ 
Code & Go line

Code & Go Robot Mouse 
Math adds lessons in 
addition, subtraction, and 
number sequencing to coding 
challenges

Code & Go Robot Mouse Board 
Game challenges players to use 
coding commands to navigate 
a game board and win the most 
cheese

Code & Go Robot Mouse sets 
introduce kids to sequential coding 
skills without the need for screens 
or apps

Meet Botley, the robot that makes coding fun! As the newest mem-
ber of the Learning Resources family, Botley introduces coding in 
an easy, friendly way. Children as young as 5 can learn to code with 
Botley, and with his advanced features, he’ll grow with them for 
many play-filled years to come. Botley is ready to use right out of 
the box - he’ll have kids coding in minutes. And that’s not all that 
makes Botley unique; he’s 100% screen-free, and the only coding 
robot that includes a 45-piece set!

• Detect objects - and avoid 
them!

• Follow looping commands
• Navigate obstacle courses
• Follow black lines
• Botley also has additional 

hidden features to unlock!

• Robot Mouse Classroom Set
• Mouse Math Pack
• Mania Board Game
• Robot Mouse Activity Set

• Two 77-piece Botley the Coding Robot 
Activity Sets

• Two 45-piece Botley the Coding Robots
• One 41-piece Botley the Coding Robot 

Action Challenge Accessory Set

• Falling dominos
• Swinging hammers
• Rolling balls
• Plus more Physics-inspired accessories

• 1 Remote  
Programmer

• 1 Pair of Detachable 
Robot Arms

• 1 Botley
• 40 Coding Cards
• 6 Double-Sided Tiles

• 27 Obstacle 
Building Pieces

• 1 Starter Guide 
with Coding 
Challenges

The Botley Coding Robot Classroom Set from Learning Resources 
contains everything teachers need to introduce early coding  
fundamentals to students as young as 5.

Help Botley set off some crashing 
chain reactions with Botley the Coding 
Robot Action Challenge Accessory Set

The Botley Activity set includes:

Jack, the fully programmable robot mouse, is ready to follow  
commands to teach hands-on coding concepts! Create a  
step-by-step path for Jack using the 30 double-sided coding cards 
to provide the perfect introduction to coding concepts. Jack lights 
up, makes sounds, and features 2 speeds and colorful buttons to 
match coding cards for easy programming and sequencing.
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TacTile Code Reader Scratch LED Rainbow Matrix

• Bluetooth connectivity 
• 10 position slots 
• Rechargeable 
• Speaker for audible feedback 
• Connect up to three units together 
• Compatible with both Standard and Extension tiles 
• Physically correct sequences and algorithms.

Features:Features:

Ideal to establish connections 
between the digital and physical 
world, The TTS Rainbow Matrix 
has 64 individual RGBs which 
is controlled using Scratch 2.0 
Offline Editor.

The TTS designed Scratch 
Rainbow Matrix has been 
created with the real world 
in mind. The Matrix has 64 
individual RGBs which can all be 
turned on to display any colour 
and at any brightness.

Answer Buzzers (Set of 12)

Features:Features:

Get students actively engaged as you 
assess them! ‘’Game show buzzers’’ 
turn any lesson into a game. Four 
different colors with fun sounds - 
horn honx, boxing bell, doorbell and 
‘’boing!’’

• 12 Buzzers
• Display box
• Requires 2 

AAA batteries, 
included

Features:Features:

Engages even reluctant learners with colorful, 
versatile super-size floor mat design.

• Reinforces a range of early 
learning skills: color and shape 
recognition, numbers and counting 
(1-10), problem solving and gross motor

• Helps children practice following simple directions
• Offers opportunities for children to play alone, in 

small groups or with the whole class
• Includes 2 inflatable cubes
• 40 animal game markers
• Activity Guide
• Vinyl floor mat measuring 2.5m L x 700mm W

Crocodile Hop™ Floor Game

Rugged Robot
Rugged Robot is our first ever programmable robot 
designed for outdoor use! 

With 3 different settings for children to choose from, Rugged Robot is designed for 
robust challenges navigating all terrains including, sand, grit, dirt and grass. Boasting 
Bluetooth functionality, Rugged Robot can also be controlled via a free tablet app or the 
TTS TacTile reader.

With a memory of up to 256 steps, Rugged Robot will be able to carry out the most 
challenging of activities.  Rugged Robot also boasts an obstacle sensor (which can be 
turned on and off), that will detect obstacles in front of the robot and reverse and rotate 
45 degrees before carrying out the rest of the program.

Rugged Robot free downloadable app 
enables you to:

Features

• Connect to your Rugged 
Robot via Bluetooth

• See the programmed 
sequence in order to correct 
any errors (debugging)

• Record audio to support 
pupils with hearing back the 
steps

• Use a ‘repeat’ function for 
commands (decomposition)

• Extend children’s learning by 
‘hiding’ commands e.g.

• Can you get to X without 
using the forward command?

• Rename your Rugged Robot
• Connect each Rugged Robot to a different tablet to 

avoid any classroom confusion!

• Outdoor friendly
• 3 settings suitable for different 

surfaces
• Compatible with the TTS 

Tactile Reader
• Rechargeable
• LED ring to show charge 

level
• Free Downloadable App 

(Android and iOS)
• Recordable messages to confirm 

when commands have been entered
• Memory of up to 256 Steps
• Program using 45 degree turns
• 20cm travel distance for each step (5cm longer than 

Bee-bot)
• Built-in distance sensors to avoid obstacles
• Built-in storage area to hold and transport items

A unique and extremely fun 
way to program Blue-Bot® 
or Rugged Robot, place 
your instructions on the tile 
reader, press go and see 
your robot complete the program!
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Primary Science® ViewScope Primary Microscope
Get kids discovering and exploring 
with a science tool designed for 
little hands! Features a simple 20x 
magnification and focus knob. This 
is great for familiarizing children 
with the feel of using a microscope. 
The viewer detaches for on-the-go 
discoveries!

• ViewScope
• Clear plastic case

Features:Features:

Entry-level scientists have the power to 
view so much with this durable, easy-
to-use microscope that works with 
slide strips and Curiosity Boxes(TM).

• Activity Guide
• 2 Disposable slides
• 1 Curiosity Box(TM)
• 1 pair of tweezers
• Stir rod
• Spatula
• Requires 2 AA 

batteries, (not included).

Features:Features:

Simple Stopwatch Big Digit Stopwatch

Features:Features:
• Features only 3 buttons-green for go, red 

for stop, and yellow for clear
• Supports science investigations, timed 

math exercises, elapsed time tracking and 
a variety of classroom management needs

• Shows minutes, seconds and 1/100 
seconds on an easy-to-read display

• Measures 3’H
• Requires one 1.5V button-cell battery, included

On your mark...get set...go! Great for races, 
games and other timed activities, this stopwatch 
is easy to use, making it perfect for both 
children and adults.

Like the pros use, but kid-friendly, our 
Big-Digit Stopwatch makes telling and 
measuring time easy to comprehend. 
Features include 0.01 second increments 
with calendar /date display and an alarm 
with hour chime /snooze setting. Perfect 
for sports.

Features:Features:
• Water Resistant
• Displays time and date
• Option of either 12 or 24 hour indications
• Stopwatch displays 1/100 seconds
• Alarm with snooze function
• Adjustable cord for carrying convenience

• Code Jumper kit (hub, pods, plugs, and cable) and app
• Carrying case
• Quick Start sheet (print and braille)
• Online student and teacher lesson plans

• Code Jumper makes coding immediately accessible for kids who are 
blind or visually impaired, and who also have no prior computing 
experience.

• Code Jumper is an intuitive system designed to be inclusive, 
enabling all students to work together and build confidence through 
socialization, cooperation, critical thinking, and hands-on learning.

• Brightly colored plastic pods with oversized buttons and knobs are 
connected by “jumper cables” (thick cords) to physically create 
computer code that can tell stories, make music, and even crack 
jokes.

• Code Jumper teaches underlying skills that can empower the next 
generation to pursue meaningful careers in computer science.

• Any teacher can facilitate Code Jumper lesson plans without prior 
computer science experience! A full library of curricula for coding, 
including teacher guidance and student activities, is also included.

Features:Features:

CODE JUMPER
Code Jumper™ is the newest innovation to assist
children, regardless of their level of vision, in learning
computer coding and programming skills through a
unique, physical system.

JUMP-START STUDENTS’ INTEREST IN COMPUTER SCIENCE!

PROGRAMMING, CODING & ROBOTICS
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